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CEO MESSAGE

Helping Suntory “Growing for Good”
as a Global Company
The Suntory Group continues to enjoy
steady growth in a wide range of global
businesses centered around the sales of
alcoholic beverages and soft drinks.
Through our corporate philosophy, “To
create harmony with people and nature,”
we have since our founding contributed to
the richness of people’s lives by providing
the highest quality products and services to
our customers, and have aimed to realize a
sustainable society through harmony with
nature— always coexisting with the
beautiful, global environment. To promote
these efforts on a global scale, this year we
established the “Suntory Group
Sustainability Vision.” With this policy as
our guiding principle, we will continue to
promote sustainable management on a
global level, and work toward becoming a
company that is “Growing for Good.”
Even as our business expands across the
globe, our insistence on quality remains
unchanged. With customer satisfaction first,
and safety a must, we maintain our
thorough commitment to product quality in
the customer experience, from the taste of
our products to the ease of use of our
product containers. As a global company,
Suntory Group continues to create new
value for our audiences by developing
high-quality products through finding
synergies across national and corporate
boundaries. In recent years, Suntory has
created many innovative products by
combining its 120-year heritage of
craftsmanship with the strength of our
overseas group companies that own many
locally loved brands. We will continue to
promote activities that deliver new value to
our customer’s lifestyles around the world
through using our strengths as a global
company to the greatest extent.
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Based on our founding spirit of “Giving
back to society,” we consider it to be our
great mission to hand down a sustainable
society with a rich natural environment to
the next generation through our unique
efforts. The greatest priority across our
efforts is supporting the sustainability of
water, which is the source of our business
as well as a precious resource supporting
human life. As a company that places
water as its core, we have been engaged
for many years in a variety of efforts to
conserve and educate about this important
resource in Japan. Now, using the
knowledge we developed in Japan, we are
rolling out our water sustainability efforts
globally. In Europe and the United States,
we have partnered with local organizations
to promote environmental preservation
activities including those aimed at
developing sustainable water resources. In
Southeast Asia, we conduct water
education programs for children to teach
about the importance of water and nature
to the next generation and leaders of the
future. We will continue to expand and
carry out our efforts around water, in line
with local needs, in all regions where we
conduct business.
It is the strength of our Suntory Group
employees that turns our will into reality.
The driving force behind our activities is
the spirit of “Yatte Minahare,” passed
down since our founding. By fostering an
environment where all our employees can
put the spirit of “Yatte Minahare” into
practice, we will continue to take on
unique challenges to innovate and build a
brighter society.
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GROUP COMPANIES

Europe

Americas

Americas
Pepsi Bottling Ventures Group
Beam Suntory Inc.
Restaurant Suntory Mexico Group

Non-alcoholic Beverage
and Food Companies
Alcoholic Beverage Companies
Health foods, Restaurants,
Flowers, and Services Companies
Cross-Functional and
Integrated Services
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Europe
Suntory Beverage & Food Europe
Orangina Suntory France
Lucozade Ribena Suntory Group
Château Lagrange S.A.S.
Grands Millésimes de France S.A.(GMdF)
Weingut Robert Weil
Suntory MONOZUKURI Expert Europe

Japan
Suntory Beverage & Food Ltd.
Suntory Foods Ltd.
Suntory Foods Okinawa Ltd.
Suntory Beverage Solution Ltd.
Suntory Beverage Service Ltd.
Sunvend Co., Ltd.

Japan

Japan Beverage Holdings Inc.
Suntory Products Ltd.
Suntory Spirits Ltd.
Suntory Beer Ltd.
Suntory BWS, Ltd
Okinawa Suntory Ltd.
Kyushu Suntory Techno Products Ltd.
Suntory Liquors Ltd.
Suntory Wine International Ltd.
Fwines Co., Ltd.

Asia and
Oceania

Iwanohara Vineyard Co., Ltd.
Monte Bussan K.K.
DYNAC HOLDINGS CORPORATION
Pronto Corporation
Izutsu Maisen. Co., Ltd.
Suntory Flowers Ltd.

Asia and Oceania

Suntory Marketing & Commerce Ltd.
Suntory Publicity Service Ltd.

Suntory Beverage & Food Asia

Suntory Investment and Development Ltd.

BRAND’S Suntory

Sun-Ad Co., Ltd.

Suntory Garuda Group

Suntory Wellness Ltd.

Suntory PepsiCo Beverage Thailand

Connecto Co., Ltd.

Suntory PepsiCo Vietnam Beverage Co., Ltd.

Häagen-Dazs Japan, Inc.

Frucor Suntory Group

Suntory MONOZUKURI Expert Ltd.

Suntory (China) Holding Co., Ltd.

Suntory Coffee Roastery Ltd.

Suntory Huiyuan (Shanghai) Beverage Co., Ltd.

Suntory Malting Ltd.

ASC Fine Wines Holding Ltd.

Suntory Logistics Ltd.

Suntory F&B International Group

Suntory Business Systems Ltd.

Suntory Wellness Taiwan Ltd.

Suntory System Technology Ltd.

Toyota Suntory Midorie(Shanghai) Co., Ltd.

Suntory Communications Ltd.

Suntory China Quality Assurance Center Co., Ltd.

Suntory Global Innovation Center Ltd.

Suntory Trading Hong Kong Ltd.

Suntory Corporate Business Ltd.

SUNTORY MONOZUKURI EXPERT ASIA PTE. LTD.

Sunlive Co., Ltd.
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Suntory Group’s Promise

Suntory Group’s Philosophy

Our Mission

To create
harmony with
people and nature

Our Vision

Growing for Good

Our Values

Yatte Minahare

Giving back
to society

The Suntory Group Way
Nature / Humanity / Consumers / Quality / Challenger Spirit

Suntory Group Code of Business Ethics

“Mizu To Ikiru” is the Suntory Group’s promise to our stakeholders.

Renew the world like water

As a company that delivers the blessings of water and nature to our customers,
we will protect and pass on the natural environment to the next generation.

Satisfy people like water

Just as water quenches the thirst of all living things, so will we enrich lives by
delivering products, services and social activities of value to customers and society.

Move freely like water

We will continue to be a company where all employees take up the challenge to
create new value, moving freely and changing and adapting like water.
We will make continuous efforts in our daily activities to fulfill these three promises.
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Our Mission is the fundamental reason for Suntory to exist, and guides and inspires
our organization. We will focus on the needs of our customers and consumers. We
deeply respect nature and will strive to protect the environment. By forging greater
bonds of appreciation between people and the world around them, we will seek to
promote richer, more fulfilling lives.

Our Vision describes what Suntory wants to achieve.It applies both to the company
as a whole, and to each individual within the company. The bigger we are, the greater
our positive impact can be. We will grow to become a company that always benefits
its community. By doing good things for society and the environment, we will help
make a better, brighter future.

It sets out the standards of behavior expected of Suntory employees practicing in
their daily activities, to make Suntory Group a company which is selected and loved
by customers through the provision of unique values.

It sets forth the basic ethical principles to be followed by Suntory Group to fulfill
social responsibilities and gain trust of society.
12

Shinjiro Torii founded
Torii Shoten, beginning
the production and
sale of wine
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As of December 31, 2019

2,295

21.0

259

2.4

56%

34%

58%

18%
Americas
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16%
Asia/
Oceania

14%

12%

Americas

Europe

As of December 31, 2019

40,210

10,349
4,730

18,964
6,167

CDP Water A List 2019
CDP Climate A List 2019

#1 Eco-Brand Index 2019
Suntory Okudaisen Bunanomori
Water Plant and Suntory Kyushu
Kumamoto Plant received: Alliance

for Water Stewardship
(AWS) certification
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Learn more about our commitment to quality
of products and services at our website:
www.suntory.com/csr/activity/service/
24
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SUNTORY ENVIRONMENTAL VISION
To deliver on our mission, Suntory developed the Environmental Vision toward 2050, an
ambitious set of goals and policies designed to advance our commitment to environmental
stewardship. We’re determined to be a global leader in environmental conservation, and
we’re doubling down on that effort by preserving natural resources and reducing our
environmental impact worldwide.
Together, we’re making progress toward these bold goals and holding ourselves accountable
through a specific set of targets for 2030 and beyond.

WATER

1

3

Reduce water use at our
plants 15% globally by using
the latest water conservation
technologies.*¹

Pursue sustainable water use
in cooperation with suppliers
for main raw materials with
a high water load.

2
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Conduct water resource
cultivation activities in areas
with high water stress at
more than half of our plants.

Expand water enlightenment
programs and initiatives to
provide safe water to more
than 1 million people.

Environmental Targets Toward 2030
CO2

1

2

Reduce CO² emissions 25% at
our bases globally through efforts
such as the adoption of the latest
energy-saving technologies and
the use of renewable energy.*²

Reduce CO² emissions
20% in the value chain outside
our bases.*²

*1 Reduction per production unit on the premise of business area in 2015.
*2 Reduction in total amount on the premise of business area in 2015.

The greenhouse gas reduction target of Suntory Holdings
Ltd. and Suntory Beverage & Food Ltd. has obtained
approval from Science Based Targets initiative.
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Reduce water consumption at our plants worldwide.*
Preserve water resources and the ecosystem to cultivate
more water than is used by our plants worldwide.
Realize sustainable water use at primary raw material farms.
Share the Sustainable Water Philosophy broadly in
communities where we are expanding our primary businesses.

Aim for net zero greenhouse gas emissions across the whole
value chain by 2050. Continue to promote energy
conservation, proactively implement renewable energy
solutions, utilize next-generation infrastructure options and
work together with stakeholders across the value chain in
order to contribute to realizing a decarbonized society.
*Reduction per unit production based on the business fields in 2015.
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SUNTORY GROUP PLASTIC POLICY

Tackling Plastic Issues to Build a More Sustainable Society
Plastic has many uses and its
convenience has made our
lives easier. However, to
prevent plastic from having a
negative impact on the global
environment, Suntory aims to
provide strong leadership to
address the worldwide plastics
issue. In May 2019, in aiming
to realize the Suntory Group’s
corporate philosophy “To create
harmony with people and
nature,” we unveiled a new
company-wide “Plastic Policy”
to transition to a more
sustainable, recycling-oriented
and decarbonized business.
As part of the Plastic Policy, Suntory will
aim to create PET bottles by only using
recycled or plant-based materials by 2030,
with the goal of completely eliminating
virgin petroleum-based materials from all
our PET bottles.

The four pillars of our Plastic Policy
1. Recycle & Renewable
2. Reduce & Replacement
3. Innovation
4. New Behavior
Creating an Innovative Recycling System
This will be achieved by expanding our
B-to-B bottle recycling system, which uses
plastics recycling technology to produce
new PET bottles from recycled ones.
An important step to achieving this goal is
the expansion our B-to-B bottle recycling
system, which uses plastics recycling
technology to produce new PET bottles
from recycled ones, as well as the
development of plant-based materials.
Working with Key Stakeholders
Addressing this urgent, global plastics issue
cannot be done alone. Our Plastic Policy
ensures that Suntory will continue to
collaborate with stakeholders, governmental
and non-governmental agencies, as well as
other organizations across industries.
This led to our partnership with the
Global Plastic Action Partnership (GPAP),
a global alliance that works to effectively
and sustainably reduce plastic waste and
pollution around the world.
Our Plastic Policy and partnership with key
organizations such as the GPAP empowers
Suntory to exercise dynamic leadership in
the transformation to a circular,
post-carbon world. We're proud to take
part in these coordinated efforts to
ultimately drive collective action and help
realize a more sustainable society for all.
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PET BOTTLE SUSTAINABILITY 2030

Aiming for 100% Sustainability through Recycling and
Plant-based Materials
100%
plant-based materials

+

Recycled
materials

New Initiatives to Avoid Any Use of
Fossil-Based Materials

Initiatives in Collection/Separation
and Recycling

• Switch all PET bottles to use recycled
materials or plant-based materials.

• Actively engage in collection
and separation in every country we
do business.

• Strive to avoid any use of new
fossil-based materials.
• This applies to all PET bottles used
by us around the world.

• Develop an efficient recycling system
based on the situation of each
country where we do business.
• Actively work and collaborate with
government agencies, industries, and
environmental, non-governmental
and non-profit organizations.
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Suntory believes we have an
important role to play in
addressing today’s global
challenges to contribute in
creating a sustainable society.
To drive more sustainable
management group wide, we
have created the Suntory Group
Sustainability Vision in 2019. This
expresses what we envision
necessary to realize a sustainable
society, as well as the 7 themes
we consider important for
sustainability.

Water

Carbon

Raw Ingredients

Containers
& Packaging

We hold ourselves to the highest standards,
committing to an ambitious set of goals to deliver
on our mission: “To create harmony with people
and nature.”

Health

Human Rights
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Enriching Life

Based on Suntory’s “Sustainable Water Philosophy,” we as a group promote activities to
preserve water including understanding of the water cycle, reduction, recycling and
wastewater management, watershed conservation

In order to promote a decarbonized society and to address climate change, we reduce carbon
emissions through the introduction of the latest energy-saving technologies and the use of
renewable energy at our facilities as well as in our operations throughout the value chain.

With regard to agricultural products and other raw ingredients that are essential to our
products, we cooperate with business partners across the supply chain, identify social and
environmental issues, and promote sustainability initiatives that enable us to grow together,
thereby enriching our communities.

We consider the environment throughout the product life cycle—from product design,
packaging materials, and containers, to transportation and recycling after consumption—
and work to achieve a circular economy.

To enrich society, the Suntory Group promotes activities under the following three themes:
Alcohol products
We contribute to a richer society through beer, wine and spirits, and other alcohol
products that bring enjoyment to people, inspire human connections, and play a role in
the celebrations and events that mark the milestones of their lives. We are committed to
promoting the moderate consumption of our products and encouraging responsible
choices about alcohol. We are a leader in working individually and in partnership with
industry peers and other partners to reduce harmful consumption of alcohol, including
overconsumption, drunk driving, underage drinking, and drinking during and after
pregnancy, based on our Drink Smart alcohol responsibility program. We also offer
non-alcoholic and low-alcohol products to meet consumer preferences.
Soft drinks
In addition to leveraging “natural and healthy” beverage development technologies
cultivated in Japan, we address health and wellness concerns through our beverages and
make our consumers’ lives more natural, healthy, convenient, and rich.
Health foods
In order to contribute to a longer active life, we research the relationship between “the
power of nature” and health to support people's health, beauty, and wellness through
daily dietary habits.
Group Employees
In addition to promoting a safe work environment, we promote health management and
provide growth opportunities with a long-term perspective. In addition to respect for people
and prevention of harassment and other related issues, we promote diversity (including of
race, religion, gender, sexual orientation, age, nationality, language, and disability) and
inclusion (accepting and valuing the differences between each individual as an important
part of who they are). We also ensure labor safety to promote an environment that is easy to
work in and full of the “Yatte Minahare” spirit.
Value chain
In order to contribute to the well-being of all people involved in the value chain, we
carefully review and understand our impact on human rights, and cooperate with external
stakeholders including suppliers to conduct activities for the protection of human rights.
We provide products and services that enrich peoples’ minds and bodies, promote
innovation and create new value, and contribute to the creation of a more “human” society.
Based on our founding spirit "Giving Back to Society," we address social issues and
contribute to enhancing social welfare, including the arts, culture, science, sports, and next
generation education. In the regions where we do business, we value dialogue with the local
community, and strive to help address local issues to enrich peoples’ lives.
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LIVING IN HARMONY WITH NATURE

Through Water Sustainability Activties Around the World
The Suntory Group’s Sustainable Water Philosophy has been
established to address relevant water issues in each of our
regions of operation. As we grow globally, we are expanding
our work on water sustainability around the world.
Globally
Beam Suntory employees around the world
participated in Together for Good, the
company’s annual global volunteer event
which first began in 2018. In 2019, nearly
2,000 employees across 14 countries in 55
locations participated in volunteer activities
to help protect water and the environment.
North America
Beam Suntory has established two Natural
Water Sanctuaries in North America,
including a 33-acre Natural Water Sanctuary
on the distillery grounds at Maker’s Mark,
and a Natural Water Sanctuary on grounds
immediately adjacent to the Jim Beam
distillery, in partnership with Bernheim
Arboretum and Research Forest, to preserve
and protect the quality limestone water,
restore wildlife habitats, and reintroduce
native plants and trees.
Beam Suntory has also completed watershed
protection plans at seven of its locations
across three countries, and has a goal of
establishing watershed protection plans at
all of its operation facilities by 2025.
France
Orangina Suntory France has an ongoing,
20-years water resource conservation
partnership with Grand Parc Miribel Jonage,
a natural park located near its Meyzieu
Plant. Under this partnership, Orangina
Suntory France will support nature
conservation activities in the park and
educational programs for children.
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Nigeria
In 2018, Suntory Beverage & Food Group
donated a tank with the capacity for 2,000
liters of safe water to an orphanage in
Lagos, Nigeria.
Kenya
In Nairobi, Kenya, the Suntory Beverage
Group is helping to provide access to safe,
hygienic drinking water in schools through
the Kangemi Resource Centre, a local
community support group that aids education
and efforts to overcome water shortages.
Vietnam
In Vietnam, we helped the main schools
involved in the Suntory Mizuiku educational
program to improve their sanitation
environment by repairing and installing
toilets, washrooms, and other facilities.
Japan
In Japan, Suntory is growing the Natural
Water Sanctuary program by continuing to
expand, now including water conservation
and forest preservation activities in
approximately 12,000ha in 21 forests, in 15
prefectures in Japan.
Japan, Indonesia, Vietnam and Thailand
In these regions, Suntory has developed the
Suntory Mizuiku - Education Program for
Nature and Water, an interactive program
Suntory designed to educate the next
generation on the importance of water
conservation and what each can do to protect
this precious resource.
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